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Thank you

for downloading this Get Into MoRe
whitepaper. First things first: as we are approaching
the end of this weird summer we hope you
managed to enjoy some time away from work and
feel reloaded and ready to take on the challenges
that will undoubtably present themselves in the
coming months. This whitepaper is dedicated to
navigating your Meetings & Events department
through the uncertain times still ahead of us.
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Navigating 
uncertainty

There are many similarities between the
current situation and trying to navigate with
an old GPS. At a certain point you will be
presented with a reality that is different from
what you’d expect (a new road, or maybe a
newly built residential area). When that
happens it’s impossible to rely on your old
system. Instead you’re forced to fall back on
basic principles you know about navigation
just until you are back on track. Similar to the
situation we are facing right now you can’t
rely on old ways or business as usual. In this
whitepaper we’ll introduce 5 principles to help
you navigate Meetings & Events through the
uncertain times still ahead.
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Certain factors

Even though we are presented with a lot of uncertaity, there are
some things we can say with confidence about the near future in
Meetings & Events. Let’s take a look at what we expect to be
certain for the months to come:

Domestic before international

As a result of different and fast changing travel regulations
between countries domestic travel will return before international
travel. This is helpful knowledge for sales teams as they know on
which doors to knock and marketing when deciding on which
geographic audiences to target with campaigns.

Smaller size

As long as there are social distance practices in place and
regulations around maximum attendee numbers, organised
events will be smaller in size. As we are coming back from almost
no demand it’s likely you’ll want to accept almost any inquiry that
finds it’s way to you your venue. Do look out for a time to be
selective again* about which inquiries to accept and which to
deny or pro-actively move to lower demand periods.

Smaller budgets

The current health crisis is affecting numerous industries.
Unfortunately this means some of your clients and planners
budgets will also affected. This might leave you with lower funds
to work with. More than ever it’s important to tear down walls
between revenue management, sales and operations to
understand the cost involved in all different packages, set-ups
and offerings. The value termometer (page 12) can provide
guidance.

Safety is N°1 priority

Your future guests and meeting planners expect you to be an
expert in providing a safe environment to meet. Communicate
openly and understandably about what your venue does to
enable safe meetings and events.

Same boat

While all of this is extremely challenging and frustrating at times
everyone is presented with the same reality. Try to gain a
competitive advantage by being one step ahead of everyone
else. Play short on the ball and keep relevant data at your
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*A story about 
fishing

In the near future we expect to see smaller events taking
place and as we are coming back from almost no
demand, you’ll likely want to accept any inquiry that
finds its way to your venue.

Do keep a close eye on pickup, revenue on the books
and lead time per event size for future months so you
know when to be selective again. Given the
circumstances it would be a real pity to miss out on any
opportunities because of blocked function space.

Try to look at it like this. Before COVID and the health
crisis it has caused our boats were on the ocean and we
tried to catch whales (big conferences, multi-day
events,...). Currently, boats have moved to a lake,
humbler in size but still fit for fishing. We know we won’t
be able to catch any whales here, but even in a lake you
have small and bigger fish. Try to sell your function
space to the biggest possible fish.
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Uncertain factors

Eventhough we can make valid asumptions about the near future, there are
many unknown variables. A first step is creating awareness about the
uncertain and fast-changing nature of these variables. The second step is to
play short on the ball when you discover new patterns or trends in your
hotel’s or venue’s data.

Timing

“When will all of this be over?” is the million dollar question. Early March
recovery was predicted by June, in June by September, and here we are.
Luckily, we see some signs of recovery, but definetely not the volumes
hotels are used to working with. We have also learned that even though
things are moving up they can go down easily again as well.

Type of events

Which type of events will be organised? Will it be corporate meetings,
product launches or “office” meetings? There’s been a lot of talk about
hybrid events where you combine an in-person meeting with a virtual
audience. Time will tell if these events will be successful.

Consumer behaviour

Which behaviour and new customes will stick for the long run? In other
words: is this the new normal or the temporary abnormal?

“If you have no 
plan, any road will 

take you there”
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Navigating uncertainty: 
5 key principles
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Principle 1: be extremely costumer centric

The questions below might feel like a revisit of your first sales or marketing lesson, but
formulating answeres to them is a thoughtful act since this is the very basis and a lot has
changed since you last answered these questions. The current situation has affected the
needs of your hotel guests, meeting delegates and event planners. Ask yourself the
following questions about your guests and organisers:

• Who are my customers?

• What are their needs?

• Have their needs changed?

• How can we best address the needs of our customers in this new reality?
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Principle 2: know your data

Relying on business as usual and taking decions based on gut-
feeling is something from the past. None of us have experienced
anything like this before (and I certainly hope we will never again)
which makes it impossible to rely on previous experience. Given we
are presented with a lot of uncertainty the only thing we can do is to
play short on the ball. A data-driven approach will enable you to
recognize new patterns and trends in your data. This puts you in a
possition to act quickly and benefit where possible. Here comes a
buzzword: be agile!
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Principle 2: know your data

Segmentation

Who are you targetting and who is willing to book or organise
right now? We’ve seen examples of hotels that are usually
business focussed succesfully enter the leisure market*. The
practice of remote teams with entire companies working from
home has in some ways lead to the birth of a new segment
that could be described as “office”, maybe?

Feeder markets

We currently see a lot of local business. Look out for changes in 
feeder market. Think about “driveable” distances. 

Event types

Which types of inquiries are finding their way to your
venue? If you represent a hotel or venue that has always
seen interest from larger conferences you are now
missing this event type. Which event- or meeting types
are picking up to fill the void?

Lead time

Building strategies on historic data is difficult nowadays
as usual comparisson periods are no longer useful.
Analyse data as the months proceed. We suggest
looking at lead time per segment and splitting this up
per attendee size. Smaller inquiries usually have a
shorter leadtime. Add to that the uncertainty to plan
anything far ahead and expect to see many last minute
requests.
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*A great 
example of a 
creative 
pivot

This picture was taken at Van der Valk hotel
Mechelen, Belgium. Van der Valk hotels are usually
focussed on the business segment and known for
organising top notch Meetings & Events. When
COVID hit and demand from this segment
disappeared this hotel got creative and targetted a
completely new segment with a social-distance-
proof party concept utilizing the infrastructure
already present:
• atrium: check
• balcony: check
• courtyard: check
• social distance proof party with bubbles on
balconies and a dj in the courtyard: check,
check, double check.

This event sold out, two days in a row.
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Principle 3: know your value proposition

Principle 3 is linked to two factors we discussed earlier in this
whitepaper being: knowing customers’ needs have changed and
knowing budgets might be tight for the months to come.

The value thermometer explains the concept value proposition. After
calculating your cost (floor) you charge a paid price for your service.
After your guest has experienced the service (a meeting or event at
your venue) numerous variables will have an effect on how your
guest perceives the value you offered. It’s a balancing act to keep
the price you charge for wanted service as close as possible, but
under the perceived value.

When charging a certain price for a meeting it’s key to make sure
your value proposition is packed with features that add to the
perceived value after stay or event. When budgets are tight and you
contemplate removing certain features from your offering to lower
the price look for features that have a high cost and add relatively
little to the perceived value after stay.

ceiling

floor

price

= cost

= perceived 
value after stay
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Principle 4: keep it real

The previous priciples have encouraged you to think about your hotel or venue, about customer
experience and about adding perceived value. Pricinple 4 presents a reality check and wants to
frame future ideas in your individual realities:

• What is manageble for operations?

• What is manageble financially?

• Does it fit in company culture?

• Are there any structural concerns regarding new plans?

The motto: ”To stand still is to go backwards.” is more applicable than ever. This is where the team
comes together, understanding each others concerns but also looking at the opportunities worth
jumping on.
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Principle 5: be ready to change it all again

Recovery will not happen overnight. It’s going to be a gradual
process with ups and downs. Take everything day by day, week
by week and month by month. Base strategies and tactics on
the latest data and insights you have available. When analysing
closely you’ll discover trends that will urge you to take action
and change it all again.
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A data-driven approach will enable
you to recognize new patterns and
trends in your hotel’s or venue’s
data. This puts you in a possition
to act quickly, play short on the
ball and benefit where possible.

Get Into MoRe offers a FREE
survival pack to help you navigate
through this uncertainty. Reach out
for more information or visit the
website.

Get Into MoRe – the N°1 tool for Meetings, Events and Group Business

November 2020

mailto:niki@getintomore.com?subject=Interested%20in%20Meetings%20Survival%20Pack
https://www.meetings-survivalpack.com/

